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The formal model given in Part II allows us to analyze a wide range of
syntactic phenomena and to develop some central principles of syntactic theory.

We can now see explicitly how the syntax of language is modelled as linked
parallel structures, each of a di�erent formal character. We can also see how
the grammar and lexicon consist of a set of local, co-descriptive constraints
on partial structures. There are no serial operations involved: grammatical
structures are de�ned by constraint satisfaction. If grammar is taken to rep-
resent knowledge of a language, then a lexical-functional grammar represents
this knowledge as localized, partial knowledge|an epistemologically distinctive
conception with very di�erent implications from the conventional generative
view.

However suggestive this formal architecture of grammar may be, it does not
by itself answer a number of substantive questions of syntactic theory. Perhaps
the central questions are, Where do the annotated c-structure constraints come

from? and What gives c- and f-structure the properties of variability and in-

variance they are supposed to model? The purpose of Part III is to sketch the
outlines of an answer, focusing particularly on the source of variability.

6 A Theory of Structure-Function Mappings

Why, in principle, should phrase structure vary across languages? It is a sur-
prising fact that virtually all generative theories of universal grammar are com-
pletely compatible with the absence of all variation across languages.1 We

1An important exception is Optimality Theory (OT) (Prince and Smolensky 1993), which
de�nes grammars to be the language-particular prioritizations of conicting universal con-
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may stipulate that there are alternative universal schemata for phrase struc-
ture, or di�erent parameters of variation or choices of formal features, but we
do not thereby explain this fact, or relate it to other properties of language.
In contrast, functionalists have long argued that language variability reects
conicting functional constraints such as iconicity and economy (e.g. Haiman
1985), which may be resolved di�erently by di�erent languages. Yet they have
found it di�cult to relate these constraints systematically to generative theories
of linguistic structure, perhaps because the functional constraints are `output-
oriented', applying to overt, `surface' forms of expression rather than to un-
derlying structures. In most generative theories of universal grammar, all of
the linguistically signi�cant properties of surface forms are completely deriva-
tive from underlying structures by means of the generative mechanisms. No
independent theoretical status is accorded to `surface' forms of expression.

The formal architecture of lfg suggests a distinctive theoretical answer to
these questions: the parallel structures of lfg do have an independent sta-
tus and may be subject to conicting constraints. For example, grammatical
prominence constrains binding relations (Chapter 10), but the relative promi-
nence of f-structure elements on a hierarchy of functions may conict with the
relative prominence of their c-structure expressions in linear order; the di�erent
ways languages resolve these conicts produce variations in pronominal binding
patterns (Bresnan 1998c, Choi 1997, Chapter 10). For another example, as we
have already seen in Ch. 4, the principles of completeness and coherence require
full representation of grammatical relations in f-structure, and this induces the
presence of certain c-structure constituents through the correspondence map-
ping. In contrast, principles of lexical integrity and economy of expression, to
be discussed directly, universally require elimination of unnecessary syntactic
constituents from c-structure. As we will see, syntactic variation arises in this
setting because two very di�erent types of forms of expression in c-structure|
words and phrases|compete for expression of the same f-structure content
subject to the f-structure principles of completeness and coherence, and the
c-structure principles of lexical integrity and economy of expression.

In the present work, we will adopt the speci�c economy principle stated in
(1):

straints. In this framework variation could be eliminated only with the extrinsic stipulation
of a single, universal prioritization. lfg is currently being developed in an OT setting by
Choi 1996, 1997; Bresnan 1997, 1998a,b; Sells 1997; Butt, Dalrymple, and Frank 1997; Butt,
Frank, Kuhn, and Maxwell 1998; Morimoto 1998, and others in work in progress. See Chapter
X.
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(1) Economy of expression:
All syntactic phrase structure nodes are optional and are not used unless
required by independent principles (completeness, coherence, semantic
expressivity).

Here the restriction to syntactic phrase structure nodes is meant to exclude
both terminal nodes, which are morphological words, and preterminal nodes,
which immediately dominate words. In (2) only NP and N0 are syntactic phrase
structure nodes: big and lions are terminal nodes; A and N are preterminal
nodes.

(2) NP

AP N0

A0 N

A lions

big

syntactic phrase structure nodes

preterminal nodes

terminal nodes

Thus `syntactic phrase structure nodes' refers to those nonterminal nodes which
do not immediately dominate a lexical element. The restriction of economy of
expression (1) to syntactic phrase structure nodes privileges lexical over phrasal
expression where possible, as we will see. Economy of expression requires that
if a syntactic phrase structure node does not contribute to completeness, coher-
ence, or semantic expressivity, then it must be omitted. `Semantic expressivity'
allows for the use of nodes like the AP big in (2). Adjuncts like this AP are
not required by completeness and coherence; yet they are retained because big
lions di�ers from lions in semantic expressivity.

Now the principle of economy of expression implies that if a syntactic
phrase structure node provides only redundant information, it must be omitted.
Within the scope of our study, we can model relative information by the lattice
of f-structures described in Ch. 5: a phrase structure node is omitted if the f-
structure arising in its absence is at least as speci�c as the f-structure arising in
its presence.2 In each case we will compare c-structures of a given sentence for

2Clearly, this idea can be generalized to other dimensions of information than that repre-
sented by f-structure, but we will not take this further step in the present study.
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which the lexical choices have antecedently been made. Under these assump-
tions, the satisfaction of the economy principle is clearly decidable, and follows
from the decidability of grammaticality in lfg (Chs. 4,5). An immediate con-
sequence is that an empty c-structure category dominating no terminal element
and providing only redundant f-structure information will be eliminated. For
example, the nodes labelled N and N0 in (3) would be eliminated by Economy
of Expression:

(3) NP

"= #
N0

"= #
N

e

The N node dominates no terminal node3 and so does not contribute to seman-
tic expressivity; it also adds no new functional information of its own, being
annotated only with the "= # schema which simply identi�es the f-structures of
the mother and daughter nodes (Chapter 4). The same is true of the N0 node.
Thus both N0 and N will be eliminated by economy of expression. Whether
or not the node labelled NP in (3) is eliminated depends on whether its an-
notations provide information needed for Completeness and Coherence of the
sentence of which it is a part. In isolation as in (3) it would simply be elimi-
nated by economy of expression. In the present framework (following Bresnan
1998c, Choi 1996, 1997, Berman 1997), empty categories can appear as a `last
resort' in highly con�gurational languages which lack other means of specifying
functions. Examples are discussed Chapter 9.

Economy of expression may be viewed as a special case of the functional-
ist economy principle articulated by Haiman (1985: 158{9) as the avoidance
of syntagmatic redundancy, or \the tendency to economize on the length or
complexity of any utterance or message". However, it is structural complexity
rather than length in words that is economized by (1). Although not articu-
lated explicitly in these terms, something like this principle has been implicit

3The familiar symbol e originating in formal language theory denotes the empty string;
it thus stands for the absence of a terminal node, not for the presence of a special `empty'
terminal node.
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in analytic work in lfg, which has always avoided empty categories or struc-
tures empirically unmotivated by overt forms.4 Another way to think of the
principle is to see that it requires each c-structure node to contribute to the
overall f-structure; from this point of view it may be better to regard it as a
principle of functionality of c-structure.

Economy of expression creates potential competition between di�erent forms
of expression that carry overlapping information within the same sentence or
phrase. When we consider a further principle, explicit in lfg from the be-
ginning (Bresnan ed. 1982, Simpson 1983), the elements of our theoretical ex-
planation of phrase structure variation fall into place. This is the principle of
lexical integrity:5

(4) Lexical integrity:
Morphologically complete words are leaves of the c-structure tree and
each leaf corresponds to one and only one c-structure node.

(4) implies that the structural formation of words is independent of the struc-
tural formation of phrases.6 We see this di�erence clearly inWarlpiri c-structure:
while the relative order of words in sentences is extremely free (Chs. 1, 9), the
relative order of stems and inections in words (such as the case and tense
markers) is �xed. It is quite generally true across languages that morphemic
order within words is rigidly encapsulated from the kind of scrambling and free
orderings seen in word-external structures. Not only the order of word-internal
elements, but their structural type also di�ers from that of c-structure phrases.
Even in cases of word-formation that appear to interact with the structure of the
clause, such as West Greenlandic noun incorporation (Problem Set 2), where a
verb-internal noun stem may specify an f-structure complement of the clause,
the incorporated noun is a bound stem which lacks the structural properties of
syntactic noun phrases (such as case morphology). This di�erence reappears
in other noun incorporation languages (Mohanan 1995, 1995). Such structural
di�erences have further consequences which can be traced to the fundamental

4Compare Zaenen's (1989) WYSIWYG (\what you see is what you get") principle, which
is close in spirit though not identical in consequence.

5See Bresnan and Mchombo 1995, Mohanan 1995, Sells 1995, Matsumoto 1996, Ni~no 1998,
Nordlinger 1998 and the references cited in these for recent discussion.

6Compositionality e�ects of word formation on the syntactic context do occur, because the
order in which valence-adding and valence-reducing morphological components are utilized
a�ects the valence of the resulting word: see Alsina and Mchombo 1990 and Alsina 1990 for
discussion.
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requirement that words be composed of lexical materials (stems and a�xes),
which exclude purely syntactic constructs such as empty categories and phrasal
con�gurations (Mohanan 1994, Bresnan and Mchombo 1995). Thus while it is
possible that certain types of words may be compounded from elements which
are arranged in a word-internal morphemic tree structure whose constituents
may even have f-structure functions, these word trees still give evidence that
they are not subject to the c-structure principles or rules (such as extraction
con�gurations) that we �nd in the structural formation of syntactic phrases.

Lexical integrity within lfg di�ers from other formulations of lexical in-
tegrity which assert that the internal structure of words is invisible to all syn-
tax. (4) keeps the internal structural formation of words invisible to c-structure
principles, but it allows the f-structures speci�ed by words to unify with the
f-structures of the syntactic contexts.

This conception of lexical integrity has close parallels in prosodic phonology.
The phonological word is the minimal element in sentential prosodic structure,
and it is well known that phonological words may mismatch and overlap c-
structure words (Inkelas and Zec eds. 1990). Similarly, within a morphological
word, prosodic units such as syllables and feet may mismatch the morphemic
units, giving rise to prosodic in�xation. In the same way, the morphologically
complete word is a minimal element in c-structure, but it may correspond to
several `functional words'; conversely, a single `functional word' may correspond
to several morphologically complete syntactic words.7 We have already seen
examples of such mismatches: the Greenlandic verb can be analyzed as a single
c-structural word that may incorporate di�erent f-structure `words' (an object
and the main predicator), each corresponding to a di�erent pred attribute;
similarly, the synthetic verbal forms of Ulster Irish are morphologically complete
c-structure words that correspond to distinct f-structure `words' (a pronominal
subject and the main predicator).8

As we have just seen, lfg's lexical integrity principle implies that while
morphemic words and syntactic phrases are di�erent types of forms of expres-
sion in c-structure, they may carry the same types of information in f-structure.
In other words, these di�erent forms of expression|words and phrases|may
be functionally equivalent (in terms of f-structure content). In such cases of
equivalence, economy of expression privileges words over syntactic phrase struc-

7On the functional word as a pred-bearing unit, see Webelhuth and Ackerman 1995,
Matsumoto 1996, Mohanan 1995; on the functional word as an element of a paradigm sharing
f-structure features, see B�orjars, Vincent, and Chapman 1997 and Bresnan 1998b.

8See Problem Set 2.
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ture nodes: it is only the syntactic nodes whose presence must be justi�ed by
economy of expression. In e�ect, words are considered more economical than
phrases. It then follows that within a sentence morphological forms will com-
pete with and preempt phrases that carry no additional information. If the
syntactic phrase structure nodes do not bear additional functions that distin-
guish them from the morphological structures, they must be omitted. Mor-
phologically rich languages thus potentially exert a strong competitive pressure
on their syntactic phrase structures, and given the historical changes that lead
to morphological elaboration and erosion, this result can provide a theoretical
explanation for the existence of phrase structure variation within our formal
model of universal grammar.9

The present chapter outlines a particular theory of c-structure-to-f-structure
mappings based on these principles. In the subsequent chapters of Part III we
apply this theory to several types of phrase structure variation seen crosslin-
guistically: head movement (Ch. 7), pronominal incorporation (Ch. 8), and
scrambling (Ch. 9). In Chs. 9 and 10 we examine the consequences of this
theory for pronominal binding, and we discover independent evidence for the
thesis that morphology competes with syntax in the way proposed here.

6.1 Grammatical Functions

A theory of c-structure-to-f-structure mappings begins with the de�nition of
the f-structure functions. We will therefore outline the basics of the theory of
grammatical functions assumed here; functions are further analyzed in Part V.

6.1.1 Basics of grammatical functions

Grammatical functions are characterized in Chapter 1 as the `relators' of c-
structure to a-structure. Each function|e.g. subj, obj, adj(unct)|maps a
class of expressions to argument structures in a speci�c way; hence each function
can be de�ned as an equivalence class of c-structure expressions under the
mapping. Syntactic functions are thus a useful abstraction from the variability
of c-structures.

For example, the subj function has no single universal structural form. In-
stead there is a class of varying forms of expression that participate in the

9These principles do not of course exhaust the relevant constraints which may come into
conict in the parallel structures architecture. See Bresnan 1998b for a more recent discussion
and references.
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mappings to argument structures in the same way. Structural expressions of
the subject include NPs in a certain phrase structure con�guration (English),
discontinuous nominals bearing a speci�c case (Warlpiri, Chapter 1), verbal
inectional morphology alternating with syntactic NPs (Ulster Irish, Problem
Set 2), and zero pronouns lacking any c-structure representation. These expres-
sions are schematically represented as c-s1, c-s2, . . . , c-sn in (5), which depicts
their shared mappings to argument structures a-s1, a-s2, . . . , a-sn (e.g. monadic,
dyadic, triadic, passive of dyadic, etc.):

(5) a-s1

c-s1 c-s2 . . . c-sn

a-s2

c-s1 c-s2 . . . c-sn

. . . a-sn

c-s1 c-s2 . . . c-sn

The `subj' abstraction allows us to avoid separately stating the same argu-
ment structure mappings for each type of expression, which would make their
equivalence accidental:

(6) a-s1 a-s2 . . . a-sn

subj

c-s1 c-s2 . . . c-sn

The characteristic mappings of the subj function onto arguments vary ty-
pologically along several dimensions. In the basic case (i.e. without special
verbal morphology), the subject may map onto the semantically most promi-
nent available role in the argument structure (as in accusative languages), or
onto the argument in control of the eventuality (as in active languages), or
onto the argument most a�ected by the eventuality (as in ergative languages).
The subject may also map onto the most prominent argument on a person or
animacy hierarchy (as in inverse systems). These possibilities are discussed
further in Part V. What they have in common is the prominence of the subject
argument on the selected dimension compared to other arguments.

As with the subj function, the obj function has no single universal struc-
tural form. Instead there is a class of varying forms of expression that all
participate in the objmappings to argument structures in the same way. Struc-
tural expressions of the object include NPs in a certain phrase structure con-
�guration (English), discontinuous nominals bearing a speci�c case (Warlpiri,
Chapter 1), noun stems morphologically bound to the verb (in some noun-
incorporating languages; cf. Greenlandic, Problem Set 2), verbal inectional
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morphology alternating with syntactic NPs (Moroccan Arabic, Problem Set 2),
and null pronominals lacking any c-structural expression at all. In the Bantu
language Kichaga, an SVO language, topical pronominal objects are pre�xed
to the verb stem as part of the verb morphology, free pronoun objects appear
at the right edge of the VP (doubled by the verbal object pre�x), and nominal
objects are NPs immediately following the verb (Bresnan and Moshi 1990).
All three of these di�erent structural expressions of obj behave alike under
lexical operations that alter argument-structure (e.g. applicatives, causatives,
passives). The `obj' abstraction allows us to avoid restating the same argu-
ment structure mappings for each type of expression, exactly as in the case
of the subj (6). The obj function is thus an equivalence class of c-structure
expressions that share these characteristic mappings to argument structure.

Among objects typologists have made several classi�cations, distinguishing
direct and indirect objects on the one hand, and primary and secondary objects
on the other (Dryer 1986). Researchers in lfg have generally adopted the latter
classi�cation, using the names `obj' and `obj�' for primary and secondary
objects, respectively.10

The subject and objects are the core functions associated with the central
participants of the eventuality expressed by the verb.11 They are usually for-
mally distinguished from noncore functons, such as obliques (designated obl�

and indexed to their thematic role) and predicate complements (the latter of
which we will designate by `compl' for now). In English, for example, core
arguments have canonical c-structure positions which can be occupied only by
NPs/DPs; noncore arguments are generally expressed by other c-structure cat-
egories (obliques by PPs, other complements by VPs, APs, or CPs, etc.). In
Zazaki (a variety of Zaza, an Anatolian language belonging to the Northwest
subgroup of Iranian languages), core arguments are all marked by the same
direct case, while noncore arguments receive the same oblique case (Sandonato

10In this scheme indirect objects are analyzed as primary or secondary objects which have
a speci�c type of argument role associated with dative case (recipient, bene�ciary). Special
syntactic properties of indirect objects are then derived from conditions on their argument
role or the e�ects of dative case marking (Alsina 1993, 1996). `obl�' designates any secondary
object; secondary objects are indexed to some thematic role. See Alsina 1993, 1996 for an
alternative representation of secondary objects.

11Core functions are characterized as `semantically unrestricted' functions in Bresnan 1982
(see also Kroeger 1998), but in later work (e.g. Levin 1985, Bresnan and Kanerva 1989,
Bresnan and Moshi 1990) the terms `restricted' and `unrestricted' are used in a di�erent
sense. To avoid confusion, the term `core' is adopted here. `Term' is also used for core
functions in lfg by Mohanan 1994, Alsina 1993, 1996, Arka 1998.
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1994). In Malayalam only core arguments can be expressed as zero pronouns
(Mohanan 1982).

The argument functions are arranged in a relational hierarchy shown in
(7).12

(7) Relational hierarchy of argument functions:

corez }| {
subj � obj � obj� �

noncorez }| {
obl� � compl

This hierarchy plays a role in pronominal binding theory (Ch. 10).
There are also nonargument functions that do not map directly to a-structure

roles:

(8) Nonargument functions:
top, foc, adj

As discussed in Chapter 4.9, all nonargument functions allow multiple instances
without violating the uniqueness condition on f-structures.13

Like the argument functions, the nonargument functions can be de�ned as
equivalence classes of c-structure expressions under the mapping to argument
structures. All of the nonargument functions map their expressions to some-
thing other than an argument role. adj maps to the pred itself, while top and
foc map indirectly to argument structure through other syntactic functions.

The adj(unct) function maps to a pred rather than to one of its arguments:
an adj satis�es Completeness and Coherence (Chapter 4.7) by occuring in the
same f-structure as the pred it modi�es. As with the argument functions,
there is no universal structural form taken by all adjs. They may be of any
category type and they may occur in a variety of con�gurations or case-marked
forms.

The top and foc functions indirectly map to the argument structure by
being identi�ed with, or anaphorically linked to, another syntactic function.
For example, the preposed phrase Rosie in (9) is both the foc and the obj�
of its sentence:

(9) rosie I named her.

12references
13It is possible to preserve uniqueness by adopting a more �ne-grained sortal theory of

nonargument functions.
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English topicalizations can have either focus or topic functions, as shown
by the wh- question test.14 The answer to an interrogative is focused with
respect to the (topical) residue that remains after subtracting the interrogative
phrase. By this test the construction called `topicalization' in English can either
focus the initial constituent or make a (new) topic of it:15

(10) Q: What did you name your cat?

A: rosie I named her. (Rosie = foc)

(11) Q: What did you name your pets?

A: My dog, I named Harold. My cat, I named Rosie.
(my dog, my cat = top)

However, top and foc often diverge in their formal expressions, occupying
di�erent phrase structure positions or bearing di�erent morphological marking.

Note that f-structure is not meant as a model of the pragmatics of discourse
functions, but only as one dimension of grammatical structure, which includes
the syntactically represented (`grammaticalized') functions. These functions,
whether top, foc, subj, or obj, all have much richer, more complex, and
variable discourse uses. Similarly, a-structure is not meant as a model of se-
mantic structure.

6.1.2 Classi�cation of grammatical functions

For the theory of structure-function mappings, the grammatical functions may
be cross-classi�ed according to several properties. First, we may distinguish
the argument functions from the non-argument functions, as discussed
above. The argument functions are labelled a-fns in (12):

(12) top foc| {z }
non-a-fns

a-fnsz }| {
subj obj obj� obl� compl adjunct| {z }

non-a-fns

14We draw here on Kroeger 1993.
15Examples of this particular type were pointed out by Paul Kroeger, personal communi-

cation.
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Next we may distinguish the grammaticalized discourse functions, referred
to as d-fns in (13):

(13)

d-fnsz }| {
top foc subj obj obj� obl� compl adjunct| {z }

non-d-fns

These functions are the most salient in discourse and often have c-structure
properties that iconically express this prominence, such as preceding or c-
commanding other constituents in the clause. In addition the subj is often
identi�ed as the default top of the clause.16

Note that the subject, according to this classi�cation, has the unique prop-
erty of being both an argument function and a grammaticalized discourse func-
tion. The non-discourse argument functions are the complement functions
(cf), and the non-discourse non-argument functions are the adjuncts.

The argument functions are further distinguished by primitive features that
play a role in the lexical mapping theory, which projects nuclear f-structures
from a-structures (Part V). This theory imposes fairly narrow limits on the
possible alternations of syntactic functions for a given lexical role, both within
and across languages, and so may be regarded as a major explanatory source
of the relative invariance of f-structures across languages.

Thus, while f-structure functions are not de�ned by c-structure categories,
and hence are irreducible or \primitive" in categorial terms, they may be de-
rived from more primitive functional properties, and so are not primitives of
syntactic theory. In the same way the c-structure phrasal categories are de-
composable into primitive categorial features.17

6.2 The Organization of C-structure Categories

C-structure categories can be organized endocentrically and lexocentri-
cally. Endocentric organization appears in highly hierarchical c-structures,
such as we �nd in English. Lexocentric organization appears in at c-structures

16See the discussion and references in Andrews 1985 and in Manning 1996. We may
formally express this by postulating that the optional constraint ((# subj) = (#top)) is
associated with sentential nodes, in-a slight extension of the formalism of Ch. 4. See n. 42
below.

17In fact, we can reduce categories to primitive functional properties, following Jackendo�
1977 and Bresnan 1982. See below.
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with all arguments (including subjects) sisters of the verb, such as we �nd in
Warlpiri, Jiwarli, and other noncon�gurational languages of Australia; it re-
quires the speci�cation of syntactic functions by morpholexical means, such as
case and agreement.18 Consistent with our model of the grammar as localized
constraints on partial structures, many languages have a mixture of both types
of structures.

6.2.1 Endocentricity and X0 Structures

The endocentric organization of c-structure is embodied in X0 theory.19 The
simple formal model of phrase structure categories given in Chapter 4 is ade-
quate for descriptive purposes, but it leaves many questions unanswered about
the relations among categories, and permits \monstrous" tree structures (as
in Problem Set 2). Because the category labels are simple, unanalyzed sym-
bols, there is no necessary relation expressed between VP and V or NP and
N, a problem originally pointed out by Lyons (1967: xxx) which led to the
development of X0 theory. For although `VP' (for verb phrase) is written as a
composite name containing `V' (for verb), in fact it is treated within the formal
theory of context free phrase structure rules as an unanalyzed symbol (just
as the function names in Chapter 4 are treated as unanalyzed symbols denot-
ing f-structure attributes). X0 theory hypothesizes an internal structure to the
category labels which permits their relations to be captured (just as current
theoretical work on grammatical relations attributes an internal structure to
the functions). lfg's X0 theory, like the theory of grammatical functions, is a
meta-theory with respect to theory of formal structures presented in Chapters
4 and 5.

Under X0 theory c-structure categories are decomposed into a level of struc-
ture (represented by an integer) and called the `bar level', and a kind of cat-
egory (represented by a feature matrix of categorial features). The kinds and
levels of categories assumed here are based on Jackendo�'s 1977 and Bresnan's
1982 theories of categories.20 Two basic properties of categories are hypoth-
esized, predicative and transitive. `Predicative' categories are those which

18But the converse does not hold: endocentricity does not require the absence of mor-
pholexical means of function speci�cation.

19This account of X0 theory draws on Bresnan 1977, 1982, Jackendo� 1977, Falk 1983,
Grimshaw 1991, Webelhuth 1992, Kroeger 1993, King 1995, Nordlinger 1998, and Sadler
1997a,b.

20Other catgorial analyses are of course compatible with the general framework.
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cannot stand alone as arguments, but require an external subject of predi-
cation. Adjective and Verb are predicative categories; Noun and Preposition
are not. `Transitive' categories are those which may take an object or direct
complement function. Verb and Preposition/Postposition are transitive cate-
gories; Noun and Adjective and not. This analysis is shown in (14) and (15),
respectively.21

(14) Kinds of categories:
`predicative' `transitive'

V + + verbal
P � + pre- or postpositional
N � � nominal
A + � adjectival

(15) Levels of categories:
type: 0 1 2

V V0 V00 (VP)
P P0 P00 (PP)
N N0 N00 (NP)
A A0 A00 (AP)

The categorial features `predicative' and `transitive' of (14) can be de�ned in
terms of the syntactic functions subj and obj (Bresnan 1982). They capture
the widespread generalizations (i) that (some) lexical elements of categories V
and P can take direct object complements, while those of the categories N and
A cannot, and (ii) that the phrases headed by P and N can serve as complete
arguments while those headed by V and A cannot, but must have a subject
of predication.22 The categories of level 0 are called lexical categories; the
categories of levels 1 and 2 are called projections; projections of the highest
level (i.e., level 2 in (15)) are called maximal projections.

X0 theory allows us to capture relations between di�erent categories. It
postulates that phrases are related to heads in a uniform way, as shown in (16),
where the comma indicates no speci�cation of relative order of the categories
it separates, and the arrow is read `immediately dominates':

(16) a. X0 �! X0, YP

21`A' is here used to cover the cateogry of Adverb as well as Adjective.
22These generalizations are not exceptionless, however. See Simpson 1991.
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b. XP �! YP, X0

In this, the endocentric pattern, X0 is the (c-)head of X0, and X0 is the (c-)head
of X00.23 A phrase and its c-head have the same feature matrix. Thus endo-
centricity guarantees that the (c-)head of every phrase is a category having
the same feature matrix but of a lesser level of structural complexity. The YP
in (16a) is the complement, the YP in (16b) is the speci�er. Speci�ers and
complements are maximal projections in the endocentric mode. They need not
share the category features of their mother category. Multiple complements
are sometimes treated by adding the recursive pattern of (17a) to (16a), which
preserves binary branching, or by replacing (16a) with (17b), which creates a
atter complement structure. We will adopt here the analysis in (17a):

(17) a. X0 �! X0, YP

b. X0 �! X0, YP*

Adjuncts are often analyzed as sisters to XP dominated by XP or as sisters
to X0 dominated by X0.24

Some examples of cross-categorial parallelism in English are given in (18):25

(18) a. We are nearing the meadow. VP

b. Nearness to the meadow is the great virtue of our house. NP

c. The house was much nearer to the meadow after the tornado. AP

d. Near the meadow, we built a house. PP

23By taking the transitive closure of this relation (`being an immediate c-head of'), we can
de�ne the sense in which N is the head of NP, V of VP, and the like.

24Given (17a), this proposal creates functional ambiguity for a constituent which is a sister
to X0: it may be either a complement or an adjunct. However, because of the general
imperfect correspondence between structures and functions in our framework, the functional
ambiguity of structural form is harmless. (In fact it may play an explanatory role in the
historical change of syntax, as conjectured in Bresnan andMchombo 1987, and discussed more
fully in B�orjars, Vincent, and Chapman 1997 and Toivonen 1998.) The solution algorithm
in Chapters 4 and 5 treats alternative annotations on the same c-structure rule as a case of
nondeterministic choice.

25These are from Bresnan 1977.
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Although the italicized phrases belong to di�erent categories, they show striking
parallelisms. Each phrase is headed by a category having the same feature
matrix: the VP by the verb nearing in (18a), the NP by the noun nearness in
(18b), the AP by the adjective nearer in (18c), and the PP by the preposition
near in (18d).26 Each head has a complement and precedes it. In contrast,
in a head-�nal language like Navajo (Ch. 8), complements precede their heads
in each category. At the same time, the categories show di�erences reecting
their di�erent featural composition. The verb nearing and preposition near

take direct NP complements, while the noun and adjective take indirect PP
complements. This reects the categorial analysis of V and P as [+ transitive]
and N and A as [� transitive] in (14). Further, the NP and PP categories need
not have a subject of predication, as in (18b,d), while the AP and VP categories
must have a subject of predication, as they do in (18a,c). This contrast reects
the feature [� predicative].

Recall from Ch. 4 that we are interpreting our c-structure schemata as tree
admissibility conditions (constraints on possible tree structures), rather than
as rules for rewriting, generating, or `projecting' structures. We continue to use
the `rule' notation as in (16) rather than tree-structure notation, in order to
keep clearly separate the objects of the model, which are structures, from the
grammar, which consists of constraints on structures.

An important development in X0 theory is the extension of the principle
of endocentricity to closed classes of grammatical categories|to \minor" cate-
gories such as complementizers, �nite auxiliary verbs, or determiners.27 These
belong to a subdivision of `functional' F0 categories, which are generally closed
classes of `function words' distinguishable from the `lexical words' which project
the levels of (lexical) categories seen above. In some languages the functional
categories may include inectionally de�ned subclasses of lexical categories
(such as all �nite verbs). For example, I0 (read: `in') is a category of tempo-

26These categories are morphologically distinguishable: the verb can have verbal
tense/aspect inections -s, -ed ; the adjective can have comparative and superlative inections
-er, -est ; the noun bears nominalizing derivational morphology; the preposition is uninected
and underived.

27The category CP as a projection of C was �rst introduced into lfg by Fassi Fehri (1981:
141�; 1982: 100�) in his analysis of Arabic syntax. Fassi Fehri (1981: 164; 1982: 118)
attributes the original (unpublished) proposal to Ken Hale, who used it to analyse auxiliary
inversion in English. The hypothesis of a category DP as the projection of a category of
determiners is originally due to Brame 1982. The hypothesis that the sentence is a projection
of a subclass of verbs (the IP hypothesis) is due to Falk 1984, using `M00' for `I00', in his analysis
of auxiliaries within lfg.
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ral/aspectual particles or �nite auxiliary verbs, C0 is a category of complemen-
tizers; D0 a category of determiners and pronouns. Each of these is assumed
to be the head of endocentric phrasal projections such as DP, CP, IP, I0, etc,
as in (19):28

(19) IP

DP I0

D I VP

we are V DP

nearing D NP

the meadow

In a thoroughly endocentric language, the sentence itself can be identi�ed
with IP, possibly dominated by CP. As Kroeger (1993: p. 6) observes, the idea
that a sentence (IP) is the projection of I0 captures the widespread generaliza-
tion that the �nite verbal element occupies a unique position in the sentence
and functions as its (categorial) head.29 In English only a subset of �nite verbs
(the auxiliaries and modals) can occupy the I position. Following Brame 1982
and Abney 1987, D0 is often taken as a functional category of determiners
and pronouns. Thus we adopt the following inventory of X0 categories, which
project X0 and X00 phrases:

(20) a. F0: C0, I0, D0 (`functional' categories)

b. L0: N0, V0, A0, P0 (lexical categories)

28We have omitted the V0 and D0 nodes in this example. A common convention is to
omit X0 when either it or its mother XP fails to branch. Any ambiguities introduced are
easily resolved by completeness, and uniqueness. Below in Section 6.4, we will show that the
structures represented by this notational convention follow from Economy of Expression.

29Kroeger characterizes the �nite element of Tagalog as \the �xed point around which
the other elements are arranged". Recent lfg work in support of IP and CP include (in
addition to Kroeger 1993) Alsago� 1992, King 1995, Austin and Bresnan 1996, Nordlinger
and Bresnan 1996, Ni~no 1998, Choi 1996, Berman 1996, 1997, 1998, Sadler 1997a,b, Sells
1998b, Nordlinger 1998, Arka 1998.
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An interesting relation between the lexical and functional categories has
been observed: in many languages I and C are occupied by verbal elements or
verbs while D is occupied by nominal elements (Grimshaw 1991). This leads
to the idea (proposed by Grimshaw 1991) that functional categories share
the categorial features of lexical categories: I is a verbal category, D is a
nominal category, and C|we will assume here|may be verbal or nominal (cf.
Bresnan 1995).

We will therefore extend our analysis of categories to a triple consisting of
the feature matrix (as above), the level of structure (as above), and a third,
privative feature F, which ags a category as `functional' (F) or unspeci�ed as
functional (lexical) (;F).30 This permits us to state constraints on the combina-
tion of functional projections with other categories, following Grimshaw's 1991
essential idea.31

Each functional projection FP, then, provides a grammatically specialized
category and position for speci�c subclasses of words that have a special (syn-
categorematic) grammatical role such as marking subordination, clause type,
�niteness, and the like. As we will see, the extension of X0 theory to functional
categories FP enables us to capture signi�cant structural generalizations about
syntactic typology and word order that are familiar from the transformational
framework. In the present framework, of course, X0 theory is not a theory of
the input structures to syntactic transformations, but part of the theory of
overt forms of expression (c-structure). As such, our X0 must conform to the
principle of structural integrity of words, the lexical integrity principle of (4):
X0 categories are categories of morphologically complete words. Hence \bare
a�xes or disembodied morphological features," as Kroeger (1993: p. 6) puts
it, cannot be independently generated in phrase structure. This principle holds
for both lexical L0 and functional F0 categories. In English, for example, C0 is
the category of that and if, I0 is the category of is, �nite do, and must (�nite
auxiliary and modal verbs), and V0 is the category of all other verbs. In Rus-
sian C0 is the category of �cto `that' and interrogative li, I0 is the category of all
�nite verbs, and V0 is the category of in�nitives (King 1995). In other words,
functional categories are specialized subclasses of lexical categories

30Following Grimshaw 1991 we allow up to two levels of distinct functional projections F1
and F2, which can be used, for example, to distinguish IP and CP.

31Note that while we accept Grimshaw's 1991 conception of an extended projection as
sharing the categorial features of lexical categories, we di�er from her in certain details. See
Bresnan 1995 for discussion of properties of CP and PP that are inconsistent with the speci�c
proposals of Grimshaw 1991.
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which have a syncategorematic role in the grammar (such as marking
subordination, clause type, or �niteness).

The types of c-structure constraints used in Chapter 4 as tree admissibility
conditions can now be derived from these more abstract universal c-structure
constraints given by the principle of endocentricity. Any c-structure pattern
can be considered unmarked if it is an instantiation of these universal endo-
centric constraints. By this means our theory allows the presence of marked
constructions of irregular form and content alongside of instantiations of the
universal endocentric patterns.

The functional component of these constraints (the `rule annotations' of
Chapter 4) may also be derived from the following proposed universal principles
of endocentric structure-function association.32 Because the head relation in
lfg is modelled through the identi�cation of a node's f-structure with the
f-structure of its mother, the term \f-structure head" does not refer to an
attribute such as head, but to an f-structure. Again because of the imperfect
corresponence between structure and function permitted in lfg, f-structure
heads need not correspond only to c-structure heads.

(21) a. C-structure heads are f-structure heads.

b. Speci�ers of functional categories are the grammaticalized discourse
functions.

c. Complements of functional categories are f-structure co-heads.

d. Complements of lexical categories are the non-discourse argument
functions.

e. Constituents adjoined to phrasal constituents are non-argument func-
tions.

Each statement in (21)a{e licenses a particular type of annotation to a
c-structure con�guration, as illustrated in (22a{e), respectively.

(22) a. Xn+1

"= #
Xn

b. FP

(" df) = #
XP

c. F0

"= #
XP

32See Sadler 1997a,b and Sells 1998b for further development of the theory of functions for
`small' phrases consisting of the adjunction X0 categories. Also, speci�ers of lexical categories
are assumed here not to occur; as shown below, S provides phrase-internal subjects.
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d. L0

(" cf) = #
XP

e. Xn+1

(" af)=#
YP

,
"= #
Xn+1

Observe that (22d,e) allow the same con�guration of X0 immediately dominat-
ing X0 and YP to de�ne YP as a complement function (d) and as an adjunct
(e). We will interpret these two possibilities as nondeterministically chosen
alternatives.

Let us now de�ne the intuitive statements in (21) and their accompanying
diagrammatic illustrations in (22). The classic de�nitions of heads, comple-
ments, and speci�ers given in (16) and (17) assume that a zero-bar level lexical
category X0 is always present (at least an an underlying level) to project higher
levels of structure. In the present setting, in contrast, any node may be optional
and functional ambiguities are allowed; we therefore need a more exible and
`surface-oriented' de�nition of these functions. For this reason the diagrams in
(22) specify the functional annotations without reference to the presence of a
sister category (except for adjunction structures, which are not purely endocen-
tric in the classic sense of immediately dominating a categorial head which is
one bar-level lower). Building on this idea, the more precise formulation of the
structure-function mapping principles given in (23) makes use of the following
de�nitions. C-structure heads are de�ned as projecting nodes: nodes labelled
X0 and X0, as illustrated in (22a). A projection is any Xn category, for n > 0,
and a projection of the same kind as another node N matches the categorial
features (including the functional category feature F) of N 's category label.
Speci�ers, complements, and adjuncts are nonprojecting nodes, de�ned as
nodes labelled by the maximal projections X00 (or by a nonprojective category
to be discussed subsequently), as illustrated in (22b,d,e). A node in X refers to
a node immediately dominated by a node labelled X . All of the preceding def-
initions are meant to exclude nodes to which constituents are adjoined, called
adjoined-to nodes. The latter are de�ned to be a syntactic phrase struc-
ture node (as in (2)) immediately dominated by a node having the same label;
this is illustrated in (22e).33 With these de�nitions, the statements in (23a{e)
correspond respectively to those in (21a{e) and the diagrams in (22a{e).

(23) a. Annotate a projecting node in a projection of the same kind with
"=#.

33See Sadler 1997a,b and Sells 1998b on the theory of adjunction to preterminal nodes.
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b. Annotate a nonprojecting node in F00 with (" df)=#.

c. Annotate a nonprojecting node in F0 with "=#.

d. Annotate a nonprojecting node in L0 with (" cf)=#.

e. Annotate a nonprojecting node and its adjoined-to sister node with
(" af)=# and "=#, respectively.

These principles should be understood as giving us the predictable anno-
tations of endocentric c-structure rules. (There may also be unpredicatble
annotations which would have to be fully speci�ed.) To see their e�ects, let us
examine an example c-structure:34

(24) IP

AP IP

Sadly DP I0

I I VP

do V IP

think DP I0

we I VP

will V

die

(23a) expresses the principle that the c-heads of all projections are f-structure
heads; this generalization is captured by annotating "=# on all projecting nodes
in a projection in the c-structure tree. Hence, in an endocentric system, the

34To reduce the size and complexity of this example, the internal structure of the DP is
omitted, and the V0 nodes have been eliminated in accordance with the tree abbreviatory
convention in n. 28.
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annotation "= # on the the categorial head is implicit and need not be ex-
pressed. Applying this principle to (24), we can infer the following annotations
from (23a):

(25) IP

AP IP

Sadly DP
"= #
I0

I
"= #
I

VP

do
"= #
V

IP

think DP
"= #
I0

we
"= #
I

VP

will
"= #
V

die

(23b) expresses the principle that the speci�ers of functional projections
are the grammaticalized discourse functions in (13): (top, foc, subj). The
choice of discourse function for each FP varies across languages: for example,
speci�er of IP in English is subj, in other languages is top or foc or even
absent (Kroeger 1993, King 1995). Applying this principle to (24), with the
speci�cation of subj for English, we infer the following additional annotations:
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(26) IP

AP IP

Sadly
(" subj)=#

DP

"= #

I0

I
"= #

I
VP

do
"= #

V
IP

think
(" subj)=#

DP

"= #

I0

we
"= #

I
VP

will
"= #

V

die

Now consider (23c), which expresses the principle that the complements of
F0 are f-structure co-heads with F0s. The e�ects are illustrated in (27):

(27) F0

"=#
F0

"=#
XP

By (23a), F0 is both the c-structure head of F0 and an f-structure head, des-
ignated by "= # in (27). By (23c), XP is also an f-structure head, hence an
f-structure `co-head' of F0. Note that XP is not a c-head of F0. Thus (26c)
captures the intuition that the relations of the functional F0 categories to their
complements is not that of predicator to argument: either the F0 element is
a function word lacking descriptive content altogether, or it is an inection-
ally de�ned lexical element such as a �nite verb which is related to arguments
within its phrasal co-head at the level of f-structure. Observe how this princi-
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ple of structure-function association crucially exploits the parallel architecture
of lfg: because grammatical relations are not identi�ed with phrase struc-
ture con�gurations, but only associated with them through the correspondence
mapping between parallel structures, there can be mismatches between syntac-
tic functions and the structural forms that express them. Here the function
of f-structure `head' systematically mismatches the categorial con�guration of
c-structure heads, with interesting consequences we will examine in the next
Chapter. Applying this principle to our example structure (24), we infer the
following additional annotations on the VPs:

(28) IP

AP IP

Sadly
(" subj)=#

DP

"= #

I0

I
"= #

I

"= #

VP

do
"= #

V
IP

think
(" subj)=#

DP

"= #

I0

we
"= #

I

"= #

VP

will
"= #

V

die

(23d) states that the complements of lexical projections (dominated by L0)
are the non-discourse argument functions|that is, the complement functions
(obj, obj�, obl�, compl) in (12) and (13). The choice of complement function
is lexically determined. We have eliminated the V0 nodes from our trees in
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accordance with a common abbreviatory convention (n. 28). Assume for the
purposes of this illustration that VP is replaced V0; then the annotation of the
complement functions cf is licensed by (23d). (V0 itself would be annotated
with "= # by (23a).)

(29)

IP

AP IP

Sadly
(" subj)=#

DP

"= #

I0

I
"= #

I

"= #

VP

do
"= #

V

(" cf)=#

IP

think
(" subj)=#

DP

"= #

I0

we
"= #

I

"= #

VP

will
"= #

V

die

Finally, (23e) says that constituents adjoined to XP are non-argument func-
tions: top, foc, or adjunct. This licenses the annotations on the AP and its
sister IP shown in (30):
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(30)

IP

(" adj)=#

AP

"= #

IP

Sadly
(" subj)=#

DP

"= #

I0

I
"= #

I
"= #

VP

do
"= #

V

(" cf)=#

IP

think
(" subj)=#

DP

"= #

I0

we
"= #

I

"= #

VP

will
"= #

V

die

It must be noted that there is an implicit problem in this analysis of English
auxiliaries as belonging to the category I, arising from the non�nite forms of the
auxiliaries be, have.35 Only the �nite forms of the auxiliary verbs be, have in
English are positioned in I, where they must precede standard sentence negation
not :

(31) a. Mary is not running.

b. *Mary not is running.

c. *Mary is running not.

35|as pointed out by Louisa Sadler, personal communication, Fall of 1996.
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If not must follow I and precede non�nite VP, then (31a,b) shows that is belongs
to I, while (32) shows that be belongs to V, not I.

(32) Mary will not be running in that race.

Thus the non�nite forms of the auxiliary are not in I, but appear to head the
VP sister to I. Nevertheless, the lexical content of the verb be in these two
forms appears the same: it is the same marker of progressive aspect. The
absence of a pred feature that permits it to appear in I cooccurring with
the main verb in V can also be assumed for its occurrence in V. But this
means that the complement of this V cannot have one of the complement
functions cf; otherwise the coherence condition would be violated (because
there would be no pred designator of the cf in the highest f-structure for
the sentence). This problem can be solved by extending the co-head principle
optionally to V and VP.36 General principles of the theory will cause the co-
head option to be taken only when an appropriate auxiliary verb, rather than a
main lexical verb, occupies V. Non-auxiliary verbs which take VP complements
(discussed in Chapter 10) will have their own pred, which will require their
VP complement to have a complement function by the complement mapping
principle previously given (21d), together with completeness, coherence, and
uniqueness. Only auxiliary verbs, lacking the pred, will allow the co-head
option.

We will therefore broaden our theory is to extend the co-head principle
optionally to the complements of lexical categories, as proposed by Alsina 1996,
1997 and Sadler 1997a,b:

(33) a. Complements of functional categories are f-structure co-heads.

b. Complements of lexical categories are the non-discourse argument
functions or f-structure co-heads.

(34) a. F0

"= #
XP

36We do not deal here with the detailed cooccurrence restrictions between English auxil-
iaries and their complements. See Butt, King, and Ni~no 1996 for one possibility.
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b. L0

(" cf) = # _ "= #
XP

A nondeterministic choice may be made between the annotation possibilities
given in (34b); completeness, coherence, and uniqueness will determine the
correct outcome.

With these principles the grammar of a given language need not specify
either the structures or the general structure-function associations of the endo-
centric pattern. A particular language may select from the available space of en-
docentric structures, and the co-descriptive constraints on partial c-structures
and f-structures that constitute a lexical-functional grammar can be derived
from these general principles as the instantiations of universal constraints. To
this extent, annotated c-structure rules are eliminable.

6.2.2 Lexocentricity and S

Not all languages abide by endocentricity in all of their expression structures.
An alternative mode of c-structure organization|lexocentricity|which asso-
ciates syntactic functions directly with features borne by words rather than
with the con�gurational relations of phrases in syntax. This mode is evidenced
in such typologically diverse languages as Tagalog (Kroeger 1993), Hungar-
ian (Kiss 1987, 1994), Malayalam (Mohanan 1982), Warlpiri (Simpson 1991),
Jiwarli (Austin and Bresnan 1996), Wambaya (Nordlinger 1998, Nordlinger
and Bresnan 1996), Jakaltek and others (Woolford 1991). Under this mode
of c-structure organization, information about grammatical relations cannot be
exclusively associated with the syntactic context of words in the form of distinct
hierarchical phrase structure con�gurations, but must be `lexically localized'|
that is, directly associated with the forms of words themselves (by case and
agreement morphology, for example).

These languages reveal that universal grammar makes available a non-
projective, exocentric category S for clauses. S stands for \sentence" or
\small clause", distinct from IP (Bresnan 1982, Chung and McCloskey 1987,
Kroeger 1993, Austin and Bresnan 1996, Choi 1996, Nordlinger and Bresnan
1996, Nordlinger 1998, Sadler 1997a,b, Sells 1998b). Nonprojectivity means
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that S lacks a categorial head: its category cannot be identi�ed with any �xed
category X0. Exocentricity means that S may have an f-structure head of a
di�erent category, whether V, N, A, VP, NP, AP or other. The nonprojectivity
of S implies that it may dominate multiple distinct categories C not bearing the
typical branching relations of endocentricity, because it is not subject to the
X0 schemata. (agr is used here simply as a metavariable for attributes such as
pers, num, gend, just as gf is used as a metavariable for function attributes
such as subj and obj.)

(35) S �! C*

In this radically noncon�gurational structure type, syntactic functions can-
not be identi�ed by phrase-structural con�guration|nor should they be. In-
stead, the functions are associated with information carried by words them-
selves. Let us assume that the categories C in (35) are freely associated with
the annotations for f-structure head ("= #) and nonargument functions, but
that c-structure does not associate argument functions with constituents; in-
stead, these functions are characteristically associated with case and agreement
features of the predicator and its arguments. Two general types of lexocentric
function speci�cation|`dependent-marking' and `head-marking' are schema-
tized in (36):37

(36) Types of morphological function speci�cation:

a. dependent-marking:
(#case) = � ) ("gf) = #

b. head-marking:
(#agr) = (" af agr) ) (" af) = #

Consider how these schemata are interpreted with respect to the NP in c-
structure (37):

37Cf. Nichols 1986. Our use of the terms in this text is related to the typological character-
ization given by Nichols. Note that verbal forms not morphologically marked for agreement
may nevertheless carry agreement information by virtue of their paradigmatic relation to
marked verbal forms; usually the unmarked form carries the complement of the features car-
ried by the marked forms (cf. Andrews 1990). This is the case with the English present tense
verbal forms and the conditional verb paradigm of Ulster Irish (Problem Set 1).
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(37) S

. . . NP . . .

Assume free and optional annotation of the schemata to the NP in (37). Then
(36a) means that (any instance of) the function gf can optionally be associated
with NP if there is a case attribute with a certain value in NP's f-structure.
Similarly, (36b) means that (any instance of) the argument function af can
optionally be associated with NP if there are agreement features in NP's f-
structure which match the agreement features provided for that function (by
the verbal inections, for example). Constraints of this type, together with the
principles of coherence and completeness, will select the correct function for
each C.38

The crosslinguistic distribution of head-marking conditions generally fol-
lows the functional hierarchy for argument functions: obj is identi�ed by
head-marking only if subj is, and more oblique arguments are rarely identi-
�ed by head-marking. The dependent marking conditions appear to follow the
same hierarchy in reverse, the more oblique functions being identi�ed by de-
pendent marking before the less oblique functions are. Consequently, oblique
case-marked arguments rarely show verb agreement.

In the head-marking schema in (36b), agreement features borne by a head
are used to specify the function of an external syntactic constituent that matches
these features. `Head-marking' also refers to the situation in which the head
itself fully speci�es both the syntactic function and the semantic content of
a dependent (which then must be omitted from phrase structure by virtue of
uniqueness and economy of expression). We will study several examples of the
latter in Ch. 8. The dependent-marking schema (36a) will be exempli�ed in
Ch. 9.

The most dramatic examples of the structure type shown in (35) come from
the Australian aboriginal languages, such as Warlpiri (Simpson 1991), Jiwarli
(Austin and Bresnan 1996), and Wambaya (Nordlinger 1998). Because these
are discussed in Ch. 1, Exercise 1a, and in detail in Austin and Bresnan 1996
and Nordlinger 1998, we will not provide a further illustration here.

38See Andrews 1996, Nordlinger 1998, Sadler 1997a,b, and Sells 1998a for an alternative
formal model of the morphological construction of f-structures making use of inside-out func-
tion application (Chapter 4).
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6.2.3 S and Endocentricity

The exocentric category S is not everywhere noncon�gurational, however, if by
`noncon�gurational' we mean `lacking a VP' or other projection distinguishing
subject position from complement position. Many languages have subject pred-
icate constructions of the form in (38), where XP may be a predicate phrase of
any of a range of categories VP, NP, AP, or PP:39

(38) S

NP XP

The very fact that the predicate XP, the functional head, may be one of a range
of categories, indicates that its parent category is not endocentric. Nevertheless,
both the NP and XP in this example are hierarchical categories organized by
endocentricity. A language with this structure may or may not make use of
lexocentric means of function identi�cation; it is possible that the subject and
predicate simply correspond to the structural con�guration. Thus we add to our
principles of structure-function correspondence the following simple addition:

(39) The daughters of S may be subject and predicate.

We understand (39) as licensing the annotation of (" subj) = # and "= # to NP
and XP in (38). An example of the con�gurational S is discussed in Chapter 7
in the analysis of Welsh verb positioning.

6.3 Toward a Typology

Because the lfg architecture of grammar consists of localized constraints on
partial structures, languages may freely mix endocentric and lexocentric modes
of categorial organization. This produces a typology of possible syntaxes much
closer to a continuum than to a small, discrete parameterization. In her study
of noncon�gurationality in Australian languages, Nordlinger 1998 proposes the
following typology to illustrate this important point:

39Both predicate-�nal structures like (38) and predicate-initial structures having the typical
order XP NP occur. See Kroeger 1993 for arguments that Tagalog has clause initial predicate
phrases of all types except VP in predicate-initial structures.
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(40) Basic Typology of Expression of Grammatical Relations
(Nordlinger 1998)

more noncon�g. more con�g.

Mohawk, Navajo
more h-mark. Mayali Chicheŵa

Wambaya,
Warlpiri

more d-mark. Jiwarli, Icelandic,
Dyirbal Martuthunira

The column on the left shows the lexocentric mode of organization, with head
marking at the top of the scale and dependent marking at the bottom. The
horizontal row at the top shows the endocentric mode of organization, with
extreme endocentricity at the right (designated as greater con�gurationality)
and no endocentricity at the left (designated as greater noncon�gurationality).
The languages situated in this typological space include Mohawk, an Iroquoian
language of the Northeastern North America, Mayali, a non-Pama-Nyungan
language of Northern Australia, Jiwarli, a Pama-Nyungan language of West-
ern Australia, Dyirbal, a Pama-Nyungan language of Northeastern Australia,
Navajo, an Athapaskan language of Western North America, Chicheŵa, a Bantu
language of southern central Africa (see references in Chapter 8), Icelandic, an
insular Scandinavian language, and Martuthunira, a Western Australian lan-
guage. Finnish, a Finno-Ugric language of Northern Europe, is a candidate for
a possibly con�gurational language showing both head and dependent marking,
according to the analyses of Ni~no 1998 and Toivonen 1998.)

We can further re�ne Nordlinger's typology by adding languages which have
endocentrically organized functional projections FP but lack endocentrically or-
ganized lexical projections such as VP, using lexocentric S instead (see the refer-
ences in section 6.2.2). Such languages will fall between the noncon�gurational
and con�gurational ends of the horizontal continuum, in having one of more
mixtures of the structural types, as illustrated schematially in (41). Through
choices of various FPs and their embeddings, and choices of S-internal categorial
organization, a range of varying structures mixing S and FP is available.
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(41) Points on the endocentricity scale:

S

C1 C2 . . . Cn

. . . FP

XP S

C1 C2 . . . Cn

. . . FP

XP S

NP XP

. . . FP

DP VP

V DP

According to our theory of structure-function mapping, languages in the
range of the second structure from the left in (41) will show a �xed hierarchi-
cal arrangement of the grammaticalized discourse functions df but will show
noncon�gurational arrangements of argument functions. Such languages are
classi�ed as discourse con�gurational languages (Kiss 1995), and include
the head-marking Mayan languages (Aissen 1992, Woolford 1991) and the head-
and dependent-marking languages Wambaya (Nordlinger 1998) and (possibly)
Hungarian (Kiss 1987, 1994). Again, this is not a rigid, discrete classi�cation:
discourse con�gurational languages may mix together both more and less con-
�gurational structures for argument functions (Kroeger 1993, Sells 1998b), and
may di�er in the number and kinds of embedded functional projections. Taga-
log, according to Kreoger 1993, falls between this and the second structure from
the right (with order of subject and predicate reversed under S).

Nordlinger 1998 provides a careful and detailed study of Australian noncon-
�gurational languages within the present theoretical framework, showing that
morphology takes over many of the functions of syntactic con�guration in some
languages, while co-existing harmoniously with others. In subsequent chapters
we will investigate the interactions of morphology and con�gurational syntactic
structures.

6.4 E�ects of Economy of Expression

The principle of economy of expression (1) interacts with the principles of
structure-function mapping. For a simple English sentence like Mary swims,
several c-structures are possible. (The internal structure of NP is omitted in
these illustrations.) The following selection assumes the presence in English of
both endocentric XPs (Section 6.2.2) and endocentrically organized S having
subject and VP predicate (Section 6.2.3):
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(42) a. IP

NP I0

Mary I VP

e V0

V

swims

b. IP

NP I0

Mary VP

V0

V

swims

c. IP

NP I0

Mary VP

V

swims

d. S

NP VP

Mary V

swims

By our structure-function mapping principles (23), together with the subject-
predicate principle for S (39), all of these c-structures support the same f-
structure (as the reader can check). These c-structures are thus functionally
equivalent. Economy of expression requires us to select the c-structure having
the fewest syntactic phrase structure nodes, which is (42d).

Observe that for given lexical content, economy of expression can prune
away only as much structure as can be eliminated from the structural resources
of the language without violating completeness and coherence. The following
structure for our example sentence Mary swims has fewer nodes than (42d),
but it does not support a complete and coherent f-structure by our structure-
function mapping principles, given that by hypothesis English has only endo-
centric structure-function mapping (for XP and S):
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(43) S

N V

Mary swims

Let us further illustrate the interaction of these principles by reexamining
the English topicalized CP structure given in Chapter 2, repeated here:

(44) IP

CP IP

that languages are learnable I0

I VP

is V PP

captured by this theory

From general principles we can infer the following functional associations:40

40
adj is an alternative to df by our principles, but it will be excluded in the current

example by the principle of completeness.
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(45) IP

(" df)=#
CP

"=#
IP

that languages are learnable
"=#
I0

"=#
I

"=#
VP

is
"=#
V

(" cf)=#
PP

captured by this theory

From (23e) we know that the CP must have a non-argument function: top,
foc, or adjunct. CP cannot be adjunct in this example, because it would
lead to an incomplete f-structure, as the reader can check. Therefore, CP must
be either top or foc: df for short. We also know that if the PP is a daughter of
V0, it must have a complement function (cf), whose type is lexically determined
by the verb. Let us assume for purposes of illustration that passive verb V and
the auxiliary verb I in this example include the following functional schemata
in their lexical entries:41

(46) captured: V (" pred) = `capture h(" oblag)(" subj)i '

is: I (" tense) = pres

(" subj) = #
(# pers) = 3
(# num) = sg

Our theory then gives us the following correspondence between the c-structure
and f-structure of this example:

41As remarked in Chapter 2, captured is a passive participle. The linkages between lexical
roles and functions follows from the lexical mapping theory (Part IV) and need not be
stipulated.
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(47)

f1:

2
66666664

top

h
\that . . . "

i

subj

tns pres

pred `capture h(f1oblag)(f1subj)i '

oblag

h
\by this theory"

i

3
77777775

IP

CP IP

that . . . is VP

V PP

captured by this theory

To secure completeness and coherence we must assume that the nonargument
df in (47) is identi�ed with the subj. This connection comes from the uni-
versal default that optionally identi�es subj and top.42 An alternative would
be to postulate an empty category DP in subject position as speci�er of IP,
identifying subj with top by means of an extraction chain modelled by inside-
out functional uncertainty (Chs. 4.8, 9). But in this situation, such an empty
node would provide only the redundant information that there is a subj iden-
ti�able with top; this information is already given by the c-structure context
without the empty node (from the universal default), and so by economy of
expression (1) this option is excluded. (Elsewhere, however, extraction gaps in
topicalization are possible. See Chs. 4.8 and 9.) The result is shown in (48):

42We can assume that this option is carried by IP in less subordinated contexts, as when
not dominated by CP. See n. 16.
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(48)

f1:

2
66666664

top

h
\that . . . "

i

subj

tns pres

pred `capture h(f1oblag)(f1subj)i '

oblag

h
\by this theory"

i

3
77777775

IP

CP IP

that . . . is VP

V PP

captured by this theory

We have seen that because economy of expression must preserve complete-
ness and coherence, its e�ects are constrained by the structure-function map-
pings available in a given language, and hence by the theory of structure-
function mapping. In our theory of endocentric strucutre-function mapping
we have assumed the classic de�nition of X0 complement as immediately domi-
nated by X0. However, instead of de�ning a complement to be a nonprojecting
category immediately dominated by X0, as we have in (23c,d), we could de�ne
it as in (49):

(49) Flexible de�nition of an endocentric complement:
A c-structure complement is a nonprojecting node which is the sister
of no non-projecting node.

This de�nition generalizes the earlier de�nition of complement assumed in
(23c,d), repeated in (50)a,b:

(50) a. Annotate a nonprojecting node in F0 with "=#.

b. Annotate a nonprojecting node in L0 with (" cf)=#.

The earlier de�nition requires a c-structure complement to be immediately dom-
inated by category of one bar-level (either lexical L0 or functional F0) in order to
receive the lexical or functional complement annotations (respectively, (" cf)
= # or "= #). Our exible de�nition of complement drops the requirement of
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immediate domination by X0, and requires only that there be no sister node
which is nonprojecting. Since it is only nonprojecting nodes that may receive
gf speci�cations by (23), the new requirement is simply de�ning a comple-
ment to be a phrase that does not have as a sister something that could be a
complement.43

With our new exible de�nition (49) we may restate the annotation princi-
ples for endocentric complements (50a,b) as in (51a,b):

(51) a. Annotate a nonprojecting complement node dominated by any func-
tional category Fn with "=#.

b. Annotate a nonprojecting complement node dominated by any lex-
ical category Ln with (" cf)=#.

(51) allows the same con�gurations for c-complements as our previous principles
(50) [(23c,d)], but in addition it allows con�gurations like (52a,b) while still
excluding those like (52c):

(52) a. VP

V NP

b. CP

C IP

c. * IP

NP IP

Interacting with economy of expression, the principle (51) will cause more ex-
tensive pruning of X0 nodes, because there are now alternative structural con-
�gurations that support the same functions. In particular, X0 nodes will be
pruned when they are either dominated by or dominate nonbranching nodes of
the same category type (cf. n. (28)).44

Thus the important point to bear in mind about economy of expression
is that it economizes the resources for function mapping available to a given
language; it does not create new resources. Consequently a highly con�gura-
tional language like English will inevitably show fewer e�ects of the economy
principle than languages which have richer exocentric and lexocentric resources
for structure-function mapping. This point will be illustrated in subsequent
chapters.

43Hence, the exible de�nition requires the binary branching analysis of multiple comple-
ments given in (17a) and adopted subsequently.

44Thanks to Louisa Sadler (personal communication, Fall, 1996) for suggesting this appli-
cation of economy of expression.
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